
{p6} Concept Narrative: phase one 
                                                                                                                   
PHASE ONE: FINAL Critique at the start* of surface studio:                                                                                                                      
MW Crew: Monday {5/1} @ 9:30am                                                                                                                                                                             
TR Crew: Tuesday {5/2} @ 9:30am


*Please follow your WASH team faculty’s instructions on where, how & exactly what time the 
work needs to be installed. Instructions may vary slightly for each crew.


PHASE ONE Challenge:

Create one visually interesting image that explores narrative within a 
determined period of time {moment, day, year, etc.} Explore sequencing 
action/movement creatively throughout your piece. Clearly communicate a 
setting prompted by one of the conceptual themes listed below:

Peace    Evolution   Activism    Control    Consumption    Hope    

Your color scheme & style should be informed by your chosen concept from 
the list above. Your content must explore only one of the concepts listed 
above. Original imagery can only be used. 


The dimensions of the Bristol should be 9” x 19” with a 1/2 inch taped 
border. All images must be original in imagery no iconic symbols or text may 
be used. 


Materials: Bristol paper, any combination of traditional painting &/or 
drawing materials. Colored pencils may be used, however graphite pencils 
should be erased.  


Objectives:

- Gain a richer understanding of time & sequencing

- Gain a deeper understanding of visual organization

- Further understanding of original imagery

- Explore narrative/storytelling as a primary component in art making

- Produce high crafted, hand generated imagery                                                
- Practice incorporating imagery informed by chosen concept from list 
above


Grade Evaluation:

All WASH projects will be graded based on the following rubric: Design + 
Craft + Concept + Presentation/Critique + Problem Solving/Artistic Process.
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